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Abstract 

Next generation mobile networks allow smart phones 

to constantly switch and handover its networks to access 

internet for multimedia applications. To avail multimedia 

services, IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a 3gpp based 

framework for all types of networks. UE has to register 

with IMS where it first contacts to P-CSCF for 

establishing IPSec Security Associations (SA). During 

handover to a new network, de-registration from IMS is 

imposed that results in expiring IPSec SAs with old P-

CSCF. UE has to establish new IPSec SAs with new P-

CSCF that causes more signaling delay due to more 

number of messages. This paper presents a novel solution 

to establish SAs in IMS after handover where a flag is 

used to block de-registration until expiry. IPSec SAs are 

negotiated by reducing steps of re-authorization without 

appending new protocol in IMS. We tested our scheme 

on a test bed and compared the results with existing IMS 

re-authorization schemes. Our approach dominates the 

preliminaries in reducing transmission delay, processing 

delay and queuing delay as well as VHO delay and 

packet loss. 

Keywords: IMS, Handover, IPSec Security Associations 

(SAs), Delay, Packet loss 

1 Introduction 

Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN), 

include mobile devices that are equipped with more 

than one interfaces in order to connect to different 

networks, i.e. WiMAX, Wifi, UMTS,  LTE and in 

future 5G. Voice over Wi-Fi (VoWiFi) is emerging 

today as 5G technology. Its requirements are not 

complete yet but until 2018, 3gpp is planning to gather 

them to produce a standard [1]. Service control layer of 

NGMN is handled by IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 

[2] that is developed by 3GPP. It provides QoS 

(Quality of Service), charging and integration of 

different services to these NGMNs. A WiMAX-3G 

convergence provides QoS for IMS to manage real 

time trafiic during mobility and reduces delay [3]. Due 

to handover from one network to another, UE (User 

Equipment ) has to register in IMS again [4].Security 

architecture of IMS is driven by 3GPP and 3GPP2 

security standards. SIP [5] is an application protocol 

that is also used for IPSec SAs establishment between 

UE and IMS in order to ensure that the interface 

between these two entities (Gm interface) is secured. 

Otherwise the attacks by some methods are possible [6] 

like BYE, CANCEL and REGISTER methods. Two 

SAs are bidirectional for receiving and sending [4] like 

UE’s client port to P-CSCF’s server port where second 

SA is from the P-CSCF’s client port to UE’s server port. 

Figure 1 illustrates the IPSec SAs establishment 

between two nodes. It provides confidentiality and 

integrity between two entities by negotiating security 

parameters and algorithms in Register request. 

 

Figure 1. Establishment of IPSec SAs between 2 nodes 

The main problem during re-authorization after 

handover is that after switching to a new network, UE 

has to go under the process of IPSec SAs establishment 

again in re-authorization. It takes more signaling delay 

to establish IPSec SAs during registration phase that 

leads to more packet loss, increased handover latency 

and more number of messages. Different schemes 

reduced this delay by transferring context of IPSec SAs 

from old P-CSCF to new P-CSCF but it is not always 

valid as the SAs are established between UE and P-
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CSCF after negotiating security parameters. There is a 

need for a scheme where SAs must be negotiated 

between UE and new P-CSCF after handover with less 

signaling delay.  

This paper presents Efficient Mechanism for 

Security Association (EMSA) during re-authorization 

where IPSec SAs are established between UE and new 

P-CSCF. It introduces a flag “sessionContinued” to 

prevent network initiated de-registration phase. If a UE 

is already in a session with the CN before the switch 

over to new network, then this flag turns on. Otherwise 

it is turned off. It reduces latency of re-authorization 

phase after mobility by avoiding the “de-registration” 

in case the flag is enabled. A subsequent request 

EMSA-R along with a response message is proposed in 

our scheme. In re-authorization phase, it establishes 

IPSec SAs between UE and new P-CSCF in less 

number of messages that reduces signaling delay, VHO 

delay and packet loss. In our scheme, no need for 

context transfer and no new mobility protocol is 

required. It reduces signaling delay and latency of 

handover caused by IPSec SAs establishment. Our 

scheme is compared with other schemes to ensure 

dominance of our scheme. 

This paper is sectioned as follows. Section 2 

provides system model and problem statement. Section 

3 consists of related work. Section 4 explores the 

proposed solution. Section 5 explains about results and 

analysis of EMSA using testbed scenario. Section 6 

concludes our work. 

2 System Model 

In this section we describe important entities of IMS 

that interact after the handover. UE first discovers P-

CSCF as all requests and responses are traversed 

through P-CSCF including IPSec SAs messages. I-

CSCF routes the requests to appropriate S-CSCF and it 

also has an interface with the HSS. S-CSCF is the 

central node of IMS to download user profile from 

HSS which is central database for user-related data. 

Figure 2 elucidates the entities of IMS along with two 

ANs for handover scenario. After handover to new AN2, 

UE is attached to new P-CSCF by new IPSec SAs 

establishment.  

During SA establishment, the UE and P-CSCF use 

the two REGISTER requests for registration and 

authentication. UE adds a security-client header field in 

REGISTER request containing security mechanism, 

authentication, encryption algorithm, client and server 

ports. Similar parameters are added by P-CSCF in 

security-server header to the 401 response along with a 

q-value to show preference. P-CSCF obtains and 

removes integrity and encryption keys (IK and CK) 

from 401 response. IK is used for SAs establishment. 

SAs are now ready to be used and next REGISTER 

request goes over these SAs as illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 2. IMS architecture and handover 

 

Figure 3. IMS registration and SA establishment 

3 Related Work  

A number of existing schemes reduce delay after 

handover in authorization phase. In existing solutions, 

it is suggested to transfer context of SAs or transfer the 

context within SIP. Moreover, early re-authorization 

was also explored to get connection request in advance. 

Following schemes show different approaches to 

reduce latency of SA establishment after handover. 

3.1 Context Transfer with CXTP 

UE has to establish SAs again by negotiating 

parameters and algorithms after handover when it gets 

registered in IMS. Larsen et al. has proposed to transfer 

IPSec SAs by transferring context from old P-CSCF to 

new P-CSCF. After that old P-CSCF sends context 

transfer request to new P-CSCF followed by the secret 

key for IPSec SAs establishment [7]. Most of the 

solutions utilized context transfer protocol (CXTP) [8]. 

It exchanges a number of extra messages that also 

causes delay.  
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3.2 Context Transfer in SIP and Early Re-

authorization 

 Edward has proposed Secure Context Transfer 

Model (SCTM) [9] using pre-authorization for the 

handover between LTE and WIMAX. It suggests 

transferring context of IPSec SAs from old P-CSCF to 

new P-CSCF before moving to new Access Network 

(AN). Mobility information is obtained using MIH 

protocol. It reduces re-authorization messages from 22 

to 10. It measures handoff delay as given in equation (1) 

where D_TAuth 

is transmission delay, D_PAuth 

is 

processing delay and D_QAuth 

is queuing delay.  

 _ _ _ _

Auth Auth Auth Auth
D IMS D T D P D Q= + +  (1) 

In [10], a fast handoff is presented where new P-

CSCF transfers context information using SIP header 

from old P-CSCF instead of re-registration. Key for 

SAs is transferred to UE’s new IP address. UE sends a 

special message to new P-CSCF in order to authorize 

the user. It reduces handoff delay and packet loss 

whereas our proposed scheme reduces number of 

messages as well. 

During pre-registration with IMS in [11-13], UE 

uses MIH protocol [14] to get mobility information and 

register in target network and IMS. As UE gets new IP 

address, it establishes SAs with new P-CSCF that 

reduces delay. During handover from WiFi to 3G [15], 

UE pre-registers in 3G where CN establishes SAs on IP 

address used by UE on WiFi. After handoff, UE gets 

new IP address for SIP messages. A few schemes 

perform pre-processing by either exploiting MIH 

protocol or MIPV6 [16] and FMIPv6 [17] protocols. 

IPSec [18] provides confidentiality and integrity at 

third layer using Authentication Header (AH) [19] and 

Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [20]. IPSec SAs 

are established for secure exchange of data using IKE 

[21] key. Security mechanisms in IMS is ipsec-3gpp 

[22] whereas there are number of security mechanism 

used for VoIP networks incuding IPSec-ike, ipsec-man, 

digest and TLS. 

3.3 SA Update with Minimum Number of 

Messages 

Cheng and Chen have proposed to update SAs after 

handover with minimum number of messages [23]. It 

utilizes already stored RES to match it with XRES in 

IMS server for authentication in order to avoid the 

phase of authentication. For authorization phase it 

sends the new IP address and ports to IMS that is 

updated in servers. It reduces number of messages to 

update SA. However in our scheme we proposed to 

negotiate and establish new SAs between UE and new 

P-CSCF in less number of messages. In literature, we 

identified that mostly IPSec SAs are handled using 

context transfer from old P-CSCF to new P-CSCF. 

Schemes [9-11] do it within SIP header during pre-

registration by knowing the new AN in advance due to 

MIH. Key for IPSec SAs is transferred i SIP during 

pre-registration. Cheng and Chen [23] suggest updating 

SAs with minimum number of messages. As SIP is 

solely running for registration according to 3gpp so we 

suggested our solutions within the scope of SIP. 

Another thing in IPSec SAs establishment is the 

negotiations of security parameters between UE and P-

CSCF. As per our study, we are the first one to solve it.  

4 Proposed Solution 

This section explains our proposed scheme that 

handles the re-authorization process when users are 

moving in an area and handovers to a new network. 

We have explored that as per our study there is no 

specific solution given for the efficient and secure 

establishment of IPSec SAs between UE and new P-

CSCF with the help of SIP solely. During handover 

scenarios, UE has to be transferred from one AN to the 

another with less delay to have a good QoS. Our 

scheme gives a mechanism to establish IPSec SAs after 

handover in a secure manner. The notations used in the 

proposed solution EMSA are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. List of notations 

Notation Description 

UE User Equipment 

AN Access Network 

QoS Quality of Service 

EMSA-R Request Message 

IPSec SAs IPSec Security Associations 

RES Calculated response 

CSCF Call Session Control Function 

 

In EMSA, EMSA-R and EMSA-OK messages in SIP 

are proposed for the negotiation of parameters and 

transferring key with less number of messages to 

reduce delay. EMSA-R shown in Table 2 is a 

subsequent request that is why it doesn’t traverse I-

CSCF to know S-CSCF. Thus it reduces number of 

messages as well.  

Table 2. SIP message format for EMSA-R 

 

 

Our solution reduces delay for the establishment of 
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IPSec SAs after handover by reducing the steps to 

transfer keys and negotiation of security mechanisms, 

algorithms and ports. Figure 4 elucidates the phases for 

EMSA. 

 

Figure 4. Phases of EMSA during handover 

In first phase, UE generates EMSA-R subsequent 

request due to the status of sessionContinued flag i.e. 

“enabled”. The sessionContinued flag is introduced to 

prevent de-registration of UE from IMS when it 

handovers to new AN. It gets disabled when UE 

cancelled a session with CN otherwise it is enabled to 

show that UE is still in a session and disconnected 

from AN for handover purpose only. Network initiated 

de-registration is avoided and states including RES, 

keys and IPSec SAs between UE and old P-CSCF of 

UE registration is maintained at UE and IMS entities. 

UE sends EMSA-R request to old P-CSCF along with 

the RES and IP address of new P-CSCF. This request is 

encapsulated in already established IPSec SAs. 

 

In second phase, negotiation of security parameters 

and algorithms starts UE sends EMSA-R to new P-

CSCF along with RES and security-client headers. 

Security-client header contains security parameters like 

algorithms, server and client ports at UE. This 

negotiation completes when new P-CSCF sends its 

security parameters in security-verify header to UE in 

EMSA-OK response.  

 

EMSA-R at new P-CSCF 

PCSCFnew Receives Request 

IF method == “EMSA-R” THEN 

Save IPSec Parameters 

ELSEIF method == REGISTER THEN 

Route “REGISTER” to I-CSCF 

IF status == “401” THEN 

STATE Remove CK, IK 

ELSE 

reply (“500”, “P-CSCF Error Rem CK, IK”); 

ENDIF 

 

In third phase, S-CSCF receives EMSA-R request 

from old P-CSCF. Due to RES, S-CSCF knows the 

authenticity of UE. EMSA-R contains the information 

of new P-CSCF that is sent to S-CSCF. Old P-CSCF 

doesn’t put its own IP address in Via header rather it 

adds the IP address of newly discovered P-CSCF.  In 

this way the response comes back to new P-CSCF 

instead of old P-CSCF. UE has the keys already before 

any handover. S-CSCF sends the response EMSA-OK 

with keys in WWW-Authenticate header to new P-

CSCF. New P-CSCF saves the keys before sending 

response EMSA-OK to UE. 

 

EMSA-R at S-CSCF 

SCSCF receives request 

IF  method== “EMSA-R” 

  IF RES == XRES & integrity-protected == true then 

     Route “EMSA-OK” to new P-CSCF 

   

ELSEIF method == “REGISTER” 

    IF RES != XRES then 

       Create User-challenge ( ); 

       route (Service-Routes); 

  reply (“401”, “Unauthorized - Challenging UE”); 

   ELSEIF RES == XRES then  

      Set -status == “200” 

     Route “OK” to ICSCF 

   ENDIF 

 ENDIF 

ENDIF 

 

In forth phase, new P-CSCF saves the keys from S-

CSCF and forwards the EMSA-OK response to UE 

after adding security mechanism, algorithms and ports 

in security-server header. IPSec SAs are established 

between UE and new P-CSCF now.  After that 

security-verify is used to encapsulate every message 

sent between UE and new P-CSCF. Lifetime is sent to 

UE in EMSA-OK response by adding 30 seconds in 
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UE’s Registration lifetime taken from contact header.  

Figure 5 explores IPSec SAs after handover in a 

visual manner where step are explained as follows. 

Steps (1) – (5): UE prepares EMSA-R request, add 

public and private ids of UE along with RES and sends 

it to old P-CSCF. UE adds security-client header to 

EMSA-R and sends this request to new P-CSCF for 

negotiation of security parameters. Step (6) – (11): Old 

P-CSCF forwards EMSA-R to S-CSCF that prepares 

EMSA-OK response, adds keys after authentication and 

sends the response to new P-CSCF due to address in 

Via header. New P-CSCF saves the keys that came 

from S-CSCF. It forwards EMSA-OK to UE along with 

security-server header that contains security 

parameters. In this way SAs are established between 

UE and new P-CSCF. 

 

Figure 5. Proposed scheme for SA establishment 

5 Results and Analysis 

We have setup a testbed for IMS by implementing 

related servers as illustrated in Figure 6 and a number 

of experiments are performed. FOKUS [24] is used to 

implement IMS entities on workstations connected 

with four ANs through IP network. UE is an android 

phone that connects to AN via WLAN AP and is in 

session with another android phone. During 

experiments, UE is first connected to AR1 and on 

getting weak signals from AR2, it disconnects from AR1 

and connects to AR2. UE and CN in VoIP session, 

exchange RTP packets encoded with G.711 at 20ms 

interval. UE switches to nearing AP when signaling 

strength 
1

( (1 ) , 0 1)
t t t

E E g g
−

= + − ≤ ≤G G  goes below 

the threshold as in [25]. Table 3 shows the evaluation 

parameters for test bed. 

 

Figure 6. Testbed setup for EMSA evaluation 

Table 3. Evaluation parameters for test bed 

Parameters Values 

Network Servers P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF, HSS 

Servers’ Physical Type Wired Physical 

UEs’ Physical Type Wireless Physical 

Antenna Type Omni Antenna 

Delay 0 – 90 milliseconds 

Number of Hops 1 – 10 

Number of Handovers 1 – 10  

5.1 Transmission Delay 

Transmission delay of SIP messages as given in 

equation (2) [26] where D denotes the end-to-end 

propagation delay, k denotes the number of frames in 

UDP datagram, τ is the inter frame time, pr is 

probability of retransmission of packet, maximum 

number of transmissions in SIP is denoted by Nm. (that 

is 7), and initial value of retransmission timer is 

denoted by Tr (1) that gets doubled (according to SIP) 

after each retransmission. In case of IMS [4] and 

SCTM [9], total transmission delay without RLP is 

4×
t

T . Transmission delay of EMSA without RLP is 

3
t
T× .  

 
(1 )(1 (2 ) )

( 1) (1) 1
(1 )(1 2 )

m

m

N

r r

t N

r r

p p
T D k Tr

p p
τ

⎛ ⎞− −
= + − + × −⎜ ⎟

− −⎝ ⎠
 (2) 

5.2 Processing Delay 

The number of messages a node receives is the 

node’s processing delay. Equation (3) shows the total 

processing delay in IMS when UE undergoes the 

handover and establishes IPSec SAs again. Equation (4) 

shows the total processing delay in IMS when UE 
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undergoes the handover and does re-authorization with 

SCTM scheme. Equation (5) shows the total processing 

delay on IMS entities for SA establishment proposed 

by our scheme EMSA. 

 2 4 4 4 6
IMS n
P UE P I CSCF S CSCF HSS

D d d d d d
− −

= + + + +  (3) 

 2( )
SCTM new oldP UE P P I CSCF S CSCF HSS

D d d d d d d
− −

= + + + + +  (4) 

 2
EMSA new oldP UE P P S CSCF

D d d d d
−

= + + +  (5) 

Figure 7 elucidates that for 1000 number of users 

that handover to new AN, the processing delay in 

milliseconds is 28000ms for IMS re-authorization and 

16000ms for SCTM whereas it is 5000ms for our 

proposed EMSA. EMSA shows 82% improvement 

than conventional IMS re-authorization and 68% 

improvement than SCTM in case of decreasing 

processing delay when number of users increase. 

 

Figure 7. Processing delay vs. number of users 

5.3 Queuing Delay 

Delay is due to queuing of packets at the nodes 

where total delay is sum of delay on UE, P-CSCF, I-

CSCF and S-CSCF based on waiting time. According 

to M/M/1 queuing model [15], the queuing delay at UE 

1/( ).
UE UE UE

D μ λ= −  In case of CSCF servers, the 

queuing delay is calculated using equation (6).  

 
(1 )

s

P CSCF S CSCF I CSCF

s

D D D
ρ

λ ρ
− − −

= = =

−

 (6) 

The expression for DCN is derived from the non-

preemptive priority based M/G/I queue [27] given in 

equation (7) where 
CN

µ  is processing rate of SIP 

messages at CN, 
s

ρ  is load at CN, 
n

ρ  is load of non 

SIP messages at CN and R = λnX1 + λCNXCN / 2. 

Moreover, X1 and XCN are the second moments of µn 

and µCN and λn and λCN are the arrival rate of non-SIP 

and SIP messages at CN respectively. 

 

1
(1 )

(1 ) (1 )

n s

CN

CN

n n s

R

D

ρ ρ
μ

ρ ρ ρ

− − +

=

− + − −

 (7) 

 
(1 )

s

ASN GW SGSN

s

D D
ρ

λ ρ
−

= =

−

 (8) 

Queuing delay at gateway to WIMAX ( )
ASN GW

D
−

 

and at gateway to LTE ( )
SGSN

D  is given in equation (8). 

Arrival rate of SIP message at CSCF (λ) is considered 

as λ< μ and service rate (μ) is 4×10-4. Server load on 

CSCF (ρs) is given as λ/ μ [28]. Total queuing delays 

for IMS, SCTM, EMSA are given in equation (9), (10) 

and (11) respectively.   

 2 4( ) 6
IMS new

Q UE P I CSCF S CSCF HSSD D D D D D
− −

= + + + +  (9) 

2( )
SCTM new old

Q UE P P HSS I CSCF S CSCFD D D D D D D
− −

= + + + + + (10) 

 1 2 1 1
EMSA new old

Q UE P P S CSCFD D D D D
−

= + + +  (11) 

Figure 8(a) elucidates queuing delay as 13332ms, 

26664ms and 6666ms for IMS, SCTM and EMSA 

respectively for the SIP messages arrival rate of 

0.00025ms at old P-CSCF. EMSA is 50% and 75% 

better than IMS and SCTM respectively. Figure 8(b) 

elucidates the queuing delay at new P-CSCF versus 

arrival rate of SIP messages at new P-CSCF. EMSA 

shows 50% improvement over IMS. 

 

(a) Old  

 

(b) New P-CSCF 

Figure 8. Delay vs. arrival rate 
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Figure 9(a) elucidate that queuing delay is 

80000ms ,60000ms and 10000ms for IMS, SCTM and 

EMSA schemes respectively for the arrival rate of 

0.0003ms on S-CSCF wheras it doubles at 0.00035ms. 

EMSA scheme shows improvement of 87% than IMS 

and 83% as compared to SCTM. Figure 9(b) elucidates 

that for arrival rate of 0.0002ms at I-CSCF the queing 

delay is 20000ms and 10000ms for IMS and SCTM 

schemes. Our scheme shows no queuing delay at I-

CSCF because of proposed subsequent request EMSA-

R, UE doesn’t need to traverse I-CSCF.  

 

(a) S-CSCF  

 

(b) I-CSCF 

Figure 9. Delay vs Arrival Rate 

5.4 Total IMS Authorization Delay 

The authorization delay for IMS is a total of 

transmission delay, processing delay and queuing delay 

as given in equation (12). In [4], the number of 

messages exchanged for the establishment of IPSec 

SAs between UE and new P-CSCF is 22. In SCTM [9], 

number of messages exchanged for the IMS 

authorization procedure is 10. In our proposed scheme 

the number of messages to establish IPSec SAs 

between UE and new P-CSCF is 5. Figure 10 

elucidates the number of messages for IMS, SCTM and 

EMSA scheme. 

 

Figure 10. Number of messages for re-authorization 

 IMS Auth T Auth P Auth Q AuthD D D D
− − − −

= + +  (12) 

5.5 Handover Latency and Packet Loss 

Figure 11 elucidates the authorization delay versus 

number of handovers. It shows an authorization of 

8800ms for IMS scheme whereas 3600ms 

authorization delay for EMSA scheme for a handover. 

Approximately EMSA reduces 59% delay than IMS. 

Figure 12 elucidates that for number of handovers, 

packet loss shows an improvement of 50% when a 

handover packet loss was 51800 bytes in IMS scheme 

then it was 25900 bytes for EMSA scheme. 

 

Figure 11. Number of handovers vs Delay time 

  

Figure 12. Number of handovers vs  Packet Loss 
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6 Conclusion 

This paper explores to establish IPSec SAs for re-

authorization purpose after handover. It resolves the 

problem of frequent re-registration with complete steps. 

It caused more transmission, processing and queuing 

delays. Our work reduces the communication overhead 

and hence saving energy consumption. Moreover, we 

have discussed the delay caused by the process of 

establishing SAs after mobility. Our EMSA achieves 

82% and 68% improvement as compared to 

conventional IMS and SCTM respectively for 

decreasing processing delay. In case of reducing 

queuing delay at old and new P-CSCF, our scheme 

achieves 50% improvement over IMS and 75% 

improvement over SCTM. For queuing delay at S-

CSCF, the EMSA achieves 87% and 83% 

improvement as compared to IMS and SCTM 

respectively. In future 5G and 5G Xhaul [29] networks 

need more solutions for efficient establishment of 

sessions between UE and CN as small cells cause more 

handovers to happen.  
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